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1 Introduction
This Solution Architecture Document describes the architecture of the National Search and Rescue
Secretariat (NSS) Search and Rescue Knowledge Management System (SAR KMS).

1.1 Background
The National Search and Rescue Secretariat (NSS) functions as the central coordinator for the National
Search and Rescue Program (NSP) to promote collaboration among partner federal departments to
ensure the best use of collective resources at all levels.
Since 2012, NSS has owned and operated the Canada Inland Search and Rescue Incident System
(CISARIS), Canada’s national Web-based database of ground and inland water search and rescue
incidents. Data about these incidents is collected by CISARIS from various SAR authorities across Canada.
CISARIS provides these organizations, as well as the national search and rescue program, with a
comprehensive picture of ground and inland water Search and Rescue activities in Canada.
NSS is also in the process of launching its Web-based Search and Rescue Knowledge Management
System (SAR KMS). SAR KMS represents a major initiative by NSS to provide data analysis capabilities for
the Government of Canada and its SAR partners. SAR KMS aims to achieve three key objectives:




to support authoritative evidence-based policy and program decisions;
to promote more effective and efficient planning, response, risk and resource management; and
to maintain a coordinated, effective, world class search and rescue capability.

1.2 Out of Scope
Note that several aspects of the security architecture that affects S6AR KMS are dependent on the
architecture of the HRE, which is outside the control of Coradix. These items are out of the scope of this
document. Where this is an issue, it is noted as such in each individual section.
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2 SAR KMS Detailed System Architecture
The following diagram shows the system architecture of SAR KMS:
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The different system components that are pictured in the architecture are described in detail in the
following section.
Note that server level architecture, including firewalls and security appliances, is the responsibility of the
HRE administrators.

3 Component Architecture
SAR KMS consists of several SharePoint Timer Jobs, SharePoint modules, and databases that work
together to collect, transform, and present data to users of the system. The major components of this
system are the Data Collector, Data Receiver, Imported Data Database, Data Validator, Valid Data
Database, Data Translator, and SharePoint. These components are described in detail below.

3.1 Data Collector
The Data Collector is a SharePoint timer job that routinely gathers data from a stakeholder database and
sends it to the SAR KMS Data Receiver to be stored in the SAR KMS Imported Data database. There are
three Data Collectors: CISARIS, MASAS, and SARMaster. SARMaster pushes data to the Collector, while
in the case of the other two systems, the Collector pulls the data. In all cases, however, the Collector
ultimately pushes to the Data Receiver.
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The Data Collector pulls data from its corresponding data source using the read-only methods required
by each data source stakeholder; in other words, the specific methods are unique to each stakeholder (
CISARIS, SARMaster, MASAS). The data is then encrypted with AES encryption. In the case of the
SARMaster Collector, which uses a file system, the resulting encrypted data is stored in a database until
it is transmitted, according to a configurable schedule; all other Data Collectors transmit the data
immediately. Data is transmitted in batches using secure protocols (SSL HTTPS session) to the Data
Receiver.
The Data Collector:









requires no human intervention to operate,
consumes a minimal amount of resources on the server,
is customized for each Stakeholder organization such that it pulls only the non-classified
information agreed upon by that Stakeholder,
runs on a configurable schedule so that transmissions to the SAR KMS can be made at times
when they will have little or no impact on network bandwidth,
runs as a standard SharePoint timer job and can be quickly disabled by any server administrator
if the need arises without compromising its operation or the security of the system,
maintains a full audit trail of what data was pulled at what time,
maintains a full operational log for maintenance purposes, and
can be run using any account or credentials as required by the Stakeholder organization (as
determined by each stakeholder’s requirements) in order to limit access to only the agreed
upon systems and data.

The Data Collector and its supporting database may reside on the system infrastructure of the
stakeholder or within the server as SAR KMS. There are a large number of stakeholder systems that will
be connected to the SAR KMS through this mechanism. In the case of systems like SMMS (SARMaster),
this component will be on an external server belonging to the stakeholder. In the case of systems like
CISARIS, this component will be on the same server as SAR KMS.
3.1.1 Configuring the Data Collector
The Data Collector is configured through a dedicated configuration database residing on the
stakeholder’s system. This configuration database contains the ID and credentials of the stakeholder, as
well as the location of the Data Receiver’s endpoint and its transport settings.
The following configurations are managed in the database as rows and columns in the “config” table.
These configurations are unique to each stakeholder/deployed Collector.



ChunkSize: The number of records to be included in each XML file transmitted to the Data
Receiver.
DataReceiverServiceEndpointAddress: The URL location of the Data Receiver service to which
the Collector will send data.
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DeltaTime: The time the last data package was sent, which indicates that the Collector will send
only data that has been updated/created since the delta time.
EncryptionPassword: The Stakeholder’s encryption password, which must match the encryption
password in the Data Receiver’s Authentication table (see below).
EncryptionSalt: The Stakeholder’s encryption salt, which must match the encryption salt in the
Data Receiver’s Authentication table (see below). The salt is a keyword which by default is
“mysalt.”
StakeholderCredentials: The Stakeholder’s credentials (a keyword, such as “MyCredentials”),
which must match the stakeholder credentials in the Data Receiver’s Authentication table (see
below).
StakeholderID: The Stakeholder’s ID (i.e. name), which must match ID in the Data Receiver’s
Authentication table in order to properly parse the received data.

There are also certain configurations specific to each Collector’s requirements. However, the above
configurations are the baseline that allow the SAR KMS system to operate.
Stakeholders should not need to make changes to these files once the Collector is deployed. Any
changes to the configuration parameters (e.g. password, credentials) must be communicated to the SAR
KMS administrator or data transfer operations will fail.
3.1.2 External Data Collectors
External Data Collectors may exist on a file system basis rather than as SharePoint timer jobs. The only
current example of this architecture is the SMMS Data Collector. This Data Collector uses configuration
files stored on the local file server and a text log instead of SQL database configuration and log files.
The configuration files for the external Data Collectors are as follows:



DataCollector_<stakeholder_name>.exe.config: This file configures the ID and credentials of
the stakeholder.
DataCollector_<stakeholder_name>. FileWatcherService.exe.config: This file configures the
location of the Data Receiver endpoint and the transport settings for the service.

The contents of these configuration files are nearly identical to the contents of the configuration
database tables described above, but are split into two separate files. Specifically, the
DataCollector_<stakeholder_name>.FileWatcherService.exe.config contains the Data Receiver endpoint
address; everything else is contained in the Data_Collector_<stakeholder_name>.exe.config file, with
the exception of the DeltaTime value, which is stored in a text file in the \Delta directory.
As these configuration files are text files that can be easily modified, stakeholders must take appropriate
steps to protect the integrity of these files.
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3.2 Data Receiver
The Data Receiver is an IIS hosted web API. The Data Receiver is the communication end point that
receives data from all Data Collectors both inside and outside the HRE. It then stores this data in the
Imported Data Database for further processing. At the end of this processing, the Receiver assigns an ID
to records according to the file through which they were imported. This ID is maintained into the Valid
Data database, which is used to track import and validation success and failure in the Receiver and
Validator logs. This ID is stored in the column “ImportedData_ID” in the Imported Data database and
“Imported_Data_gID” in the Valid Data database. This number is used to cross-reference issues flagged
in error logs.
The Data Receiver and its supporting files reside on the SAR KMS server, but are external to the
SharePoint installation. This service connects to a configuration database that determines how the
service operates, as well as an Imported Data database where received, authenticated, decrypted data is
stored. The service accepts incoming TCP/IP connections as allowed by the firewall and IIS configuration.
The Data Receiver service accepts connections from over the WAN. Due to this exposure, the Data
Receiver is secured using an IP whitelist mechanism, SSL encryption, as well as data level encryption
used by all SAR KMS services.
3.2.1

Data Receiver Network Topology
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The Data Receiver accepts incoming connections at the endpoint specified in its configuration file. We
recommend using https://sarkms-rssgc.hre-ehr.gc.ca:8323/. If this endpoint is not suitable for some
reason, any other URL+PORT combination not currently being used by another application will also
work. The Receiver simply takes this incoming data and transmits it to the SQL server for storage
following a standard SQL communication path (port 1433 by default, but this port may be different if a
named instance of SQL is being used). SQL authentication is used to connect to the SQL Server, with the
credentials stored in the web.config file of the Data Receiver.
Note that network zoning is managed by the HRE administrators.
3.2.1.1 Domain
The server hosting the Data Receiver can be part of the domain but does not need to be. It simply needs
to have ports open to access the other servers as specified in the topology section.
3.2.1.2 URL
The Data Receiver should have a named URL assigned to it (the reason being that it is difficult to manage
an SSL certificate registered to an IP address).
3.2.2 Configuring the Data Receiver
The Data Receiver is configured through SQL tables in the SARKMS_DataReceiver_Config database. The
following three tables configure the Receiver:




dbo.Config: The Config table configures the target database for received data.
dbo.White_List: The White_List table contains all IP addresses that are white-listed to
communicate with the Data Receiver.
dbo.Authentication: The Authentication table contains the credentials, IP addresses, passwords,
and encryption (salt) information for each stakeholder submitting data to SAR KMS. The
configuration settings in the Authentication table must match the information in the
Stakeholder Data Collector configuration settings.

3.3 Data Validator
The Data Validator is a SharePoint timer job deployed to the SharePoint Farm. The Data Validator takes
the raw data stored in the Imported Data Database, verifies that certain key data (namely date and
latitude-longitude coordinates) is present, transforms each data package into meaningful data and then
stores that data in the Valid Data Database. There is a single Data Validator which is designed to parse
data from all Stakeholders.
The Data Validator accepts connections from within the LAN only. Specifically, the Validator accepts
incoming data from the Imported Data database and saves transformed data to the Valid Data database.
The only other interfaces it has are the configuration tables stored in the DataValidator Config database.
In all, the Validator has a total of three database connections, all of which are within the local (LAN)
environment within the HRE.
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3.3.1 ValidatorWaitQueue
The Data Validator makes use of a secondary table called ValidatorWaitQueue, which is used to store
certain types of data during process. Specifically, certain “resource” items cannot be validated until the
associated “incident” item has been validated. For this reason, resources are held in the
ValidatorWaitQueue until all the incident items have been validated to ensure that the resources can be
properly validated.
3.3.2 Configuring the Data Validator
The Data Validator is configured through a SQL table in the SARKMS_DataValidator_Config database.
The dbo.Config table configures the input database for new data (i.e. the Imported Data database) and
the target (output) database for validated data (i.e the Valid Data database).

3.4 Data Translator
The Data Translator is a SharePoint timer job deployed to the SharePoint Farm. The Translator takes
data from the Valid Data Database and submits it to ArcGIS through the ArcGIS feature services. Prior to
loading the data in to the ArcGIS feature services, the Data Translator first deletes all of the existing data
in ArcGIS. This ensures that every run of the Data Translator yields a fresh data set to be consumed by
the SAR KMS Dashboard. The Data Translator runs on a schedule as configured in SharePoint.
The Data Translator and supporting configuration database reside on the SAR KMS server.
3.4.1 Configuring the Data Translator
The Data Translator SharePoint Timer Job can be configured through the SharePoint timer job central
config file. This file can be found in the SharePoint “14 hive” directory, under the “BIN” folder, within the
“OWSTIMER.EXE.CONFIG” file. This file contains all of the configuration information for the SharePoint
timer jobs running on the server. In this file you will find the following configuration settings that pertain
to the Data Translator:









ArcGISDTConfigDB_ConnectionString
Connection string to the Data Translator config database, which contains all of the logs for the
service. This database will reside on the SAR KMS SQL Server.
ArcGISDataTranslatorValidDB_ConnectionString
Connection string to the Valid Data database. This is the database that contains all of the
validated data from the Data Validator. This database will reside on the SAR KMS SQL Server.
ArcGISApiBaseUri
This setting indicates what the base URI is for the ArcGIS Feature Services that facilitate the data
load in to ArcGIS.
ArcGISUserId
This setting indicates the username to use when connecting to the ArcGIS Feature Services.
ArcGISUserPswd
This setting indicates the password to use when connecting to the ArcGIS Feature Services.

The information in this config file is secured by IIS.
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3.5 Databases
SAR KMS contains several SQL databases. The main SQL instance hosts databases containing:



3.5.1

Configuration and logging data for the Data Receiver, Data Validator, Data Translator modules.
Imported raw data from the Data Receiver.
Validated data from the Data Validator.
Database Security

3.5.1.1 Imported Data Database
The Imported Data Database is a standard MS SQL database. It accepts data through stored procedures
called by the Data Receiver and provides data to the Data Validator through a second set of stored
procedures.
Transmission Security: Connections to the database, both read and write are handled through the
standard SQL Connection String mechanism. These communications are only within the LAN, the
firewall is configured to not allow external access.
Access Security: The accounts released for use in accessing the database have only access to run the
stored procedures specifically designed to store data and retrieve data from the database. These stored
procedures were written specifically to prevent SQL injection attacks.
Audit and Logging: Access Logging is handled by the SQL Server system settings as configured when the
instance of SQL was installed.
3.5.1.2 Valid Data Database
The Valid Data Database is the central location where all data of value to the SARKMS is stored. It
receives data from the Data Validator and feeds data out through the Mapping Translator and through
SharePoint.
Transmission Security: Connections to the database, both read and write are handled through the
standard SQL Connection String mechanism. These communications are only within the LAN, the
firewall is configured to not allow external access.
Access Security: The accounts released for use in accessing the database have only access to run the
stored procedures specifically designed to store data and retrieve data from the database. These stored
procedures were written specifically to prevent SQL injection attacks.
Audit and Logging: Access Logging is handled by the SQL Server system settings as configured when the
instance of SQL was installed.
3.5.2 Data Standards
The data supplied to SAR KMS needs to follow a few simple rules to be of value.
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Each record must contain a unique identifier. This identifier is used to identify whether the data
is for a new record or an update to an existing record.
Each record must contain a location. The format of this location is in standard latitude and
longitude decimal format with negative numbers indicating South and West directions
respectively.
Each record must contain a timestamp indicating the time that the record was last modified, as
per the Stakeholder network.
All dates must be in the ISO 8601 standard time format: YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssZ. Z indicates
UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) and all times must be supplied in this time zone.
If bilingual data is available, the data should be supplied in both English and French with tags
named in such a way that it is obvious that the two tags are simply translations of the same
value. The tag names themselves should be in English only.

3.5.3 Imported Data Database
The Imported Data Database is a standard MS SQL database. It accepts data through stored procedures
called by the Data Receiver and provides data to the Data Validator through a second set of stored
procedures.
The Imported Data database contains the following columns:







ImportedData_ID: This is a unique identifier assigned by the database to trace which records
were imported with which file.
Stakeholder: This is the name of the Stakeholder who submitted the data.
ImportedDate: This is the date the data was imported.
hasBeenValidated: This column indicates whether the data has passed through the Validator.
Note that this column will be set to 1 (True) if it has been processed at all, regardless of whether
the validation succeeded or failed.
XML_info: This column contains the XML data that is parsed by the Validator to be included in
SAR KMS.

3.5.4 Valid Data Database
The Valid Data Database is the central location where all data of value to SAR KMS is stored. It receives
data from the Data Validator and provides data to the Data Translator through a second set of stored
procedures.
The data is this database has been parsed into numerous columns in order to be consumed by SAR KMS
users. The complete schema can be seen in Annex A: SAR KMS Valid Data Database Schema Diagrams.

3.6 SharePoint and User Interface
SharePoint is the presentation layer and user interface of the data collected through the other
components of SAR KMS. It consists of PerformancePoint reports, SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS)
reports, and a map-based view of incidents, resources, and weather events recorded in SAR KMS. This
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SharePoint deployment uses forms-based authentication to restrict user access. User permissions are
managed within SharePoint by designated administrators.
See section 7, User Authentication and Authorization, for more information.

4 Service Endpoints
The services and modules of SAR KMS are designed to support a distributed architecture model in order
to allow scalability. However, the services require continuous interconnectivity. The ports identified in
the following table are the default values. They can be configured to use alternate values by modifying
the configuration file of the associated service or by modifying the SharePoint settings of the associated
module. The required connection paths are listed twice in most cases, once for each end point. This is
because it is important to verify that communication is not being blocked on either end of the
connection.
SAR KMS Component
Stakeholder Data Collector
Stakeholder Data Collector
Data Receiver

Connection Required
HTTPS over standard web ports
to the WAN
Varies by data

Data Receiver

HTTPS over standard web port
443
Standard SQL port 1433

Data Validator

Standard SQL port 1433

Data Validator

Standard SQL port 1433

Mapping Translator

Standard SQL port 1433

Mapping Translator

TBD based on HRE ArcGIS
deployment

Description
Connection to the Data Receiver
over the internet.
Connection to the Stakeholder
Database
WAN connection from the Data
Collector
Connection to the Imported Data
database
Connection to the Imported Data
database
Connection to the Valid Data
database
Connection to the Valid Data
database
Connection to ArcGIS services via
the REST API.

4.1 Certificates
To ensure secure connections, external services (e.g. SharePoint and ArcGIS) communicate using HTTPS.
SSL certificates will be provided by the HRE.

5 Data Flow/Validation
The following diagram shows the flow of data through SAR KMS:
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The process begins with all data stored within the Stakeholder system. This might be MASAS, CISARIS,
SMMS or any other system we are gathering data from.
The Data Collector component pulls the designated data from the source database and encrypts it. At a
scheduled transmission time, the Data Collector sends the encrypted data over the internet to the Data
Receiver service in the HRE.
Encryption is performed using a custom AES encryption scheme with encrypt/decrypt keys written into
the code and managed through the patching process, and similarly for decryption at the Data Receiver.

5.1 Data Authentication
The Data Receiver relies on two SQL tables in the SARKMS_DataReceiver_Config database to validate
received data. Received data packages must provide credential information and be sourced from a
location that agrees with the data in the following tables:
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Authentication Table: contains stakeholder names, IP address, encryption passwords,
encryption salts, and credentials.
Whitelist Table: contains the IP addresses of data sources.

The Data Receiver accepts the incoming transmission, verifies that the credentials the sender supplied
match the IP address the data came from, decrypts the data and stores it in a secure SQL database for
further processing (the Imported Data database).
On a specified schedule, the Data Validator looks for new data received by the Data Receiver. When
new data is found, it validates that the data is not a security threat1 and is able to be used correctly by
SAR KMS. It then transforms the data into a format that can be consumed by the SARKMS and stores it
into another database (the Valid Data database). At this point the data is ready to be used by the SAR
KMS reporting and analysis features.
The dashboard feature of SAR KMS relies on ArcGIS to have a copy of the same data available in the
Valid Data database. The Data Translator takes the data from the Valid Data database and loads it into
ArcGIS by sending it to a web service designed to load the data. ArcGIS then stores the data in its
internal geodatabase.

6 Auditing, Logging & Error Handling
The data flow process described above is accurate for a fully successful data load. In the real world,
communication errors may occur, data may be corrupt, systems may get shutdown, etc. The automated
system has full logging of errors built in so that any discrepancy can be identified and corrected.
The Data Collector module logs details of any extraction or transmission failures. It stores the logs locally
to withstand any possible communication errors with the HRE. The Stakeholder System Administrator
will have access to extract these logs on request and send them to the NSS for troubleshooting or audit
purposes.
The Data Receiver, Data Validator and Data Translator components all live within the HRE and log any
errors directly to the SARKMS logging database. These logs are available to the SARKMS System
Administrator for review and action. Reviewing the logs and checking that the data displayed on the
dashboard matches the data displayed in other reports, as well as correcting any issues discovered, will
be part of the routine tasks performed by NSS to ensure ongoing operation of the SARKMS. Note that
there are no SLAs in place and that it is the responsibility of the NSS administrator to review reports
and logs and validate the data load processes.

1

Security threat validation is performed by scanning the incoming data for executable code markers and trimming
out anything that could be used in an executable context to avoid common attacks like markup, JavaScript and SQL
injection.
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6.1 Data Collector Logging Schema
The Data Collector logs the results of its processes in the Data Collector log in the
DC_<stakeholdername> database. All messages, both for success and failure, are stored in this log; in
order to discover the results of collection processes, an administrator must refer to this log, as there are
no automatic warnings or alerts (e.g. Windows alert boxes) when issues arise.
These logs are stored locally (at the Data Collector) and are not transmitted to the SAR KMS Data
Receiver, Validator, etc.
The Data Collector log collects the following data:





6.1.1

Data_Collector_Logging_ID: This is a unique ID number for the logged event.
Type: This is the type of message, which can be an “error” or “info.” Info items are usually
provided when data is successfully collected; and errors are issues that prevent data from being
collected. This field can be used to rapidly search for errors encountered in a validation
attempt.
Message: This field contains information that describes the event being logged. Specific error
messages are described below.
Timestamp: This field logs the time the event was logged.
Data Collector Success/Info Messages
The following messages appear in the logs to log success or other non-error information.

Condition
The Data Collector runs without
encountering errors.

Log Message
DataCollector ran successfully

Entries are found in the
stakeholder database
Data Collector processes new or
updated entries

...found X new or updated
entries.
Data collector processing data
’…’

Data Receiver accepts the data
package

Data Receiver webservice
responded with 'SUCCESS' after
sending data ‘…’

Result
No errors are logged and the
Collector’s configuration does
not need to be modified
The found entries are sent to the
Data Receiver
Found entries is processed
(encrypted, packaged and
transmitted)
Data package has been accepted
by the Data Receiver and data is
stored in the SAR KMS Imported
Data database

6.1.2 Data Collector Error Messages
The following error messages can be found in the log. Additional information may be appended to the
errors in the form of a stream dump so that specific issues can be troubleshooted.
Any of the following messages will result in the data package not being accepted by the Receiver, and
the XML file will not be stored.
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Error Condition
Missing or invalid Stakeholder ID
is provided in the XML file
received.
Missing or invalid credentials are
provided in the XML file
received.
Unknown or unsupported file
type is received.

Source IP of data package is not
listed on the white-list.
Source attempts to connect
through unsecure connection.
Missing encryption password or
encryption salt.
Encryption password or
encryption salt do not match
details in Authentication table.
Successful transfer of data.

Log Message
Err_Credentials

Err_Credentials

The Receiver will not treat nonXML files in the XML folder. The
files will remain in the XML
folder of the Collector
installation. No error is thrown.
Client IP not in whitelist: <IP
address>
The provided URI scheme 'http'
is invalid; expected 'https'.
ERR_Decryption
ERR_Decryption.

SUCCESS

Result
All data in the XML file is
rejected and not stored in the
database.
All data in the XML file is
rejected and not stored in the
database.
The data is not transferred.

The data transfer is rejected and
not stored in the database.
The data transfer is rejected and
not stored in the database.
The data transfer is rejected and
not stored in the database.
The data transfer is rejected and
not stored in the database.
Data is transferred to the Data
Receiver.

6.1.3 Recovering From Failed Data Collection Attempts
Data that fails to be transferred from the Collector to the Receiver cannot be directly recovered on an
incident-by-incident basis due to the fact that the Collector packages the information in encrypted XML
files.
The Collector administrator should work with the NSS Data Receiver administrator compare the error
message received in the logs and take the appropriate steps, as noted in the table below:
Error Message
Err_Credentials

Err_Decryption

Client IP not in whitelist: <IP address>
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Troubleshooting Steps: Receiver
Verify that the Stakeholder ID in the
DataCollector_<stakeholder name>.exe.config file
is the same as the Stakeholder ID stored in the
dbo. Authentication table in the
SARKMS_DataReceiver_Config database
Verify that the Credentials, Password, and Salt in
the DataCollector_<stakeholder name>.exe.config
file are the same as the Credentials, Password, and
Salt ID stored in the dbo.Authentication table in
the SARKMS_DataReceiver_Config database
Verify that the IP address of the DataCollector is
the same as the IP address stored in the
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dbo.White_List table in the
SARKMS_DataReceiver_Config database
The provided URI scheme 'http' is invalid; expected Ensure that Data Receiver string in config table is
'https'
prefaced with HTTPS
6.1.3.1 Potential Error Scenarios
The following potential error scenarios may be encountered and recovered from:
Scenario
Collector’s query fails

Encryption process fails

Transfer to Receiver fails (Credentials error,
Decryption error, IP error, HTTPS error)

Recovery Instructions/Notes
 Receive log message “No new data
detected"
 Ensure whether database contains no new
or updated data
 Write over Delta column to a date prior to
the failed data collected to re-attempt
 Verify that credentials in Collector config
database match credentials in Receiver
authentication table
 Write over Delta column to a date prior to
the failed data collected to re-attempt
 Verify that credentials in Collector config
database match credentials in Receiver
authentication table
 Write over Delta column to a date prior to
the failed data collected

6.2 Data Receiver Logging Schema
The Data Receiver logger tracks the following information in a SQL table:





6.2.1

Data_Receiver_Logging_ID: This is a unique ID number for the logged event.
Type: This is the type of message, which can be an “error,” or “info.” Info items are usually
provided when data is successfully imported; and errors are issues that prevent data from being
imported. This field can be used to rapidly search for errors encountered in a validation
attempt.
Message: This field contains information that describes the event being logged. Specific error
messages are described below.
Timestamp: This field logs the time the event was logged.
Data Receiver Success/Info Messages
The following messages appear in the logs to log success or other non-error information.

Condition
Data package is received by Data

Log Message
File ‘<filename>' successfully
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Result
Data is saved prior to being
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Receiver.
Individual records in the package
are written to the SQL table.

written to disk.
Data with description ‘<record
name>’ successfully written to
SQL table.

written to the SQL table.
Specified data is written to the
SQL table.

6.2.2 Data Receiver Error Messages
The following error messages can be found in the “Logging” database within the ImportedData database
in the SQL Server instance. Additional information may be appended to the errors in the form of a
stream dump so that specific issues can be troubleshot.
Error Condition
Missing or invalid Stakeholder ID

Missing or invalid credentials

Unknown or unsupported file
type is received.

Source IP of data package is not
listed on the white-list.
Source attempts to connect
through unsecure connection.
Missing encryption password or
encryption salt.
Encryption password or
encryption salt do not match
details in Authentication table.
Data node missing from data
packge.

Log Message
Credentials error occurred.
Stakeholder: <name>.
Credentials: <credentials>.
Credentials error occurred.
Stakeholder: <name>.
Credentials: <credentials>.
The Receiver will not treat nonXML files in the XML folder. The
files will remain in the XML
folder of the Collector
installation. No error is thrown.
Client IP not in whitelist: <IP
address>
The provided URI scheme 'http'
is invalid; expected 'https'.
Decryption Error. Invalid
encryption salt or password.
Decryption Error. Invalid
encryption salt or password.

Result
All data in the XML file is
rejected and not stored in the
database.
All data in the XML file is
rejected and not stored in the
database.
The data is not transferred.

Could not extract StakeHolder
ID, Credentials, and/or Data
from the data package.
Exception: No data node in the
data package.

The data transfer is rejected and
not stored in the database.

The data transfer is rejected and
not stored in the database.
The data transfer is rejected and
not stored in the database.
The data transfer is rejected and
not stored in the database.
The data transfer is rejected and
not stored in the database.

6.2.3 Recovering From Failed Data Receipt Attempts
Data that fails to be transferred from the Collector to the Receiver cannot be directly recovered on an
incident-by-incident basis due to the fact that the Collector packages the information in encrypted XML
files. The Collector administrator should work with the NSS Data Receiver administrator compare the
error message received in the logs and take the appropriate steps as noted in the table above in
“Recovering from Failed Data Collection Attempts.”
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6.3 Data Validator Logging Schema
The Data Validator logger tracks the following information in a SQL table:






6.3.1

Logging_ID: This is a unique ID number for the logged event.
Type: This is the type of message, which can be a “warning,” an “error,” or “info.” Info items are
usually provided when data is successfully validated, but is also shown when data is not
validated, and errors are issues that actually prevent data from being validated, for example
code or file errors. This field can be used to rapidly search for errors encountered in a validation
attempt.
Message: This field contains information that describes the event being logged. Specific error
messages are described below.
Timestamp: This field logs the time the event was logged.
ImportedData_ID: This field captures the ID of the import to facilitate cross-referencing error
logs with files in the Imported Data database.
Data Validator Success/Info Messages
The following messages appear in the logs to log success or other non-error information.

Condition
Log Message
Data is detected by Validator and Imported Data with ID of
processed.
‘<ImportedData_ID>' being
validated.
Data is successfully validated.
File '<XML file name>’
successfully written to disk.

Result
XML file is processed.

XML data is successfully parsed
and written to SQL database.

6.3.2 Data Validator Error Messages
The following error messages can be found in the “Logging” database within the Valid_Data database in
the SQL Server instance. Additional information may be appended to the errors in the form of a stream
dump so that specific issues can be troubleshot.
Error Condition
Missing or incorrect Stakeholder
ID.
A date within an XML file is
incorrectly formatted.
Connection error causes
difficulties during validation
process.

Log Message
Stakeholder “<stakeholder
name>” is invalid for Imported
Data
There is an error in XML
document (<location of error>)
<stream dump>
Timeout expired. The timeout
period elapsed prior to
completion of the operation or
the server is not responding.

Result
None of the records in the XML
file with the error will be
imported.
None of the records in the XML
file with the error will be
imported.
None of the records in the XML
file with the error will be
imported.

6.3.3 Recovering From Failed Data Validation Attempts
Records that fail to validate can be identified by querying the logging database for messages of type
“Error” and searching in the ImportedData database for the ImportedData_ID logged in the error
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message. The associated record can then be manually troubleshot by updating the stakeholder or XML
string. Once the error has been corrected, the “hasBeenValidated” column for the record in the
ImportedData database must be set to False (0). By setting this column to False, the Validator will
attempt to re-validate the data in order to include it in the Valid Data database.

6.4 Data Translator Logging Schema
The Data Translator logs the following information in the dbo.Logging table in the Data Translator config
database:













Type: This is the type of message or error that is being recorded. More specifically, it indicates
what part of the solution returned the message or error.
o 1 = SharePoint - A message returned by the SharePoint runtime
o 2 = System - A message returned by the .Net or Windows runtime
o 3 = ArcGIS - A message returned by the ArcGIS feature services
ErrorCode: This will contain the error code that is returned from the service throwing the error
if it is available. (e.g. This column would contain “500” for an error message relating to the
availability of the ArcGIS server)
Source: This will contain a summary of the part of code that threw the error. Using this
information we can determine what piece of the time job actually failed.
TraceSeverity: This is the severity of the message or error that is being recorded.
o 1 = Unexpected
o 2 = High
o 3 = Medium
o 4 = Verbose
EventSeverity: This field indicates the general type of the message recorded.
o 1 = Error
o 2 = Warning
o 3 = Info
StackTrace: This field will contain a stack trace dump that was returned from the exception, if
one is available. This will provide more detailed information than the “Source” field.
Message: This field will contain the actual message that was returned from the system in the
case of an error, warning, or informational message.
Timestamp: This field will contain the exact date and time of the error’s occurrence. The time
will be set according to the SAR KMS Server’s time zone settings.

6.4.1 Data Translator Error Messages
The following errors can be found in the “Logging” table of the Data Translator’s Config DB.
Error Condition
There was an error
deleting existing incidents
from ArcGIS

Source
ArcGISServerAPI::DeleteSecureIncidents
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Result
Some or all of the existing
incidents will remain in the
system as they could not
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There was an error
retrieving the incidents
from the Valid Data DB
There was an error
serializing the incidents
from the Valid Data DB
There was an error loading
the incidents in to ArcGIS

There was an error
retrieving the ArcGIS token
required to call the feature
services
There was an error
retrieving all of the existing
incidents from ArcGIS

be deleted.
ArcGISServerAPI::GetIncidentsfromValidData No new incidents are
loaded in to ArcGIS.
ArcGISServerAPI::IncidentDataSerialize

No new incidents are
loaded in to ArcGIS

ArcGISServerAPI::AddSecureIncidents

Some or all of the new
incidents from the Valid
Data DB will not appear in
ArcGIS
No new incidents are
loaded in to ArcGIS

ArcGISServerAPI::GetToken

ArcGISServerAPI::GetAllIncidents

No incidents are deleted
from ArcGIS

6.4.2 Recovering from failed data load attempts
Since the Data Translator begins by deleting all existing incidents in the ArcGIS system, any erroneous
data should be rectified by performing the following tasks:
1. Restoring a backup of the ArcGIS databases that was taken just before the Data Translator ran (if
one is available. This will immediately restore the Dashboard to a working state.
2. Manually re-running the Data Translator through the SharePoint timer job management page in
Central Admin once any network or data-related issues are resolved. (Depending on the error
messages returned)

7 User Authentication and Authorization
The system for user authentication uses a Forms-Based Authentication mechanism in SharePoint. All
users are created and managed through the SAR KMS SharePoint environment. All credentials are stored
in a standard .Net Membership database and are encrypted using a one-way hash algorithm.
All of the SharePoint timer jobs run under the SharePoint Timer Job Service Account. This account is set
to “NT AUTHORITY/Network Service” by default, but can be configured differently in the SAR KMS
environment.

7.1 Access Security
Authentication is handled through Forms Based Authentication configured in IIS. These accounts can be
created and managed through an interface built into the SAR KMS. This interface is restricted to access
by users with Account Creation permission only. Permission for the majority of users is restricted to
read-only access to public portions of the site. SAR KMS administrators are members of the Account
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Creators group and have access to public and restricted portions of the site, but still only read access. A
single site administrator account assigned to the NSS has the ability to modify the site settings within
the context of SharePoint (a member of the site owner group).

7.2 Transmission Configuration
All communication to the SharePoint server is being encrypted using SSL, so passwords are never
transferred in clear text.

7.3 Audit and Logging
SharePoint farm settings allow for traceability logging. SAR KMS does nothing to override or enhance
these settings.

8 Installation and Update Management
8.1 Patch Management
There are several different types of patches that may need to be applied to the various components of
the SAR KMS system from time to time. These patches will be packaged and installed on a case-by-case
basis. In the case of SAR KMS components, patches will be applied either to directly fix an issue or to
upgrade a component to a new version.

8.2 External Databases
SAR KMS system updates can impact the schema of one or more of the databases. Database patches will
be provided as SQL script files. These scripts will be packaged with run instructions and an analysis on
how the script will impact the system.

8.3 Stakeholder Components and External Services
Stakeholder components are Windows Services installed with a standard .msi setup package. Full
instructions will be supplied with the packaged setup file. The basic procedure is to back up the file
based configurations, stop the service, uninstall and reinstall the service, then restore the
configurations, and finally restart the service.

8.4 SharePoint Modules
The SharePoint modules will be installed as part of a single .wsp packaged solution. Patches will be
packaged as .wsp solutions and can be deployed using the standard method. Installation instructions,
including the standard deployment steps, will be provided with each patch.

8.5 Supporting Systems
Updates to these systems are the responsibility of the HRE contractor. We will fully support the testing
and review of patching/updates in the event where they would impact the SAR KMS system.
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8.6 Operating System
Patches to the operating system may affect the SAR KMS system and are the responsibility of the HRE
contractor. We will fully support the testing and review of patching/updates in the event where they
would impact the SAR KMS system.

8.7 Router & Network Infrastructure
Patches or other changes to the routing rules and network infrastructure should be made with
consideration to the ports that need to remain open for the SAR KMS system to function. We will fully
support the testing and review of patching/updates in the event where they would impact the SAR KMS
system.

9 Backup and Restore
There are four types of system components that need to be considered while designing a backup plan.
Note that backup and restore is the responsibility of the HRE administrators.

9.1 Database
The databases are the most critical piece of the system from a backup and recovery perspective. They
should be backed up as frequently as possible and kept up to current date. The Data Collectors will be
scheduled to run daily after business hours. It is recommended to back up the databases after the
collection process finishes.

9.2 SharePoint Modules
The SharePoint modules should be backed up after any patch or update is applied or after any
configuration change is made. These modules will not change often. The data that changes on a daily
basis is contained within the SharePoint database and will be backed up as part of the data backup
strategy. All configurations and data for these modules reside in SharePoint. No action outside the
backup of the SharePoint site is required to back up the SAR KMS SharePoint modules.

9.3 Suggested Frequency of Backups
The recommended frequency of backup varies for certain components of the system. The table below
includes a “default location” for each component. Note that these locations are configurable and
therefore may not be as described in the table.
Component
External Stakeholder
Data Collector
Application and
Database
Internal Data
Collector SharePoint
Timer Job

Default location

Recommended Backup
Frequency
Outside the scope of the SAR KMS. This is the original stakeholder database
and should be handled by whatever backup policy already exists for that
specific system.
Backup of the Data Collector SharePoint timer jobs should be covered by the
backup policy for the SharePoint farm as a whole.
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Component
Internal Data
Collector Config DB
Data Receiver
Database
Data Validator
SharePoint Timer Job
Data Validator Config
DB
Data Validator
Database
Mapping Translator
SharePoint Timer Job
Mapping Translator
Config DB
Mapping Translator
Database
Reporting Module,
Analytics Module
ArcGIS
SharePoint

Default location

Recommended Backup
Frequency
[SQL Server] DBName =
Once per month plus a
NSSKMS_CISARIS_DataCollector_Config
backup after any
patch/upgrade.
[SQL Server] DBName = SARKMS_ImportedData
Daily in synchronization
with the the Data Receiver
Flat Files backup
Backup of the Data Validator SharePoint timer job should be covered by the
backup policy for the SharePoint farm as a whole.
[SQL Server] DBName =
Daily in synchronization
NSSKMS_DataValidator_Config
with the Data Validator
Database backup
[SQL Server] DBName = NSS_KMS_Valid_Data
Daily in synchronization
with the Data Validator Flat
Files backup
Backup of the Data Translator SharePoint timer job should be covered by the
backup policy for the SharePoint farm as a whole.
[SQL Server] DBName =
Daily
NSSKMS_ArcGIS_DataTranslator_Config
This is the ArcGIS database and should be handled by the general HRE backup
policy.
Backup of these modules should be covered by the backup policy for the
SharePoint Farm as a whole, which includes the SQL Server Reporting services
and SQL Server Analysis services extensions.
This should be handled by the general HRE backup policy.
This should be handled by the general HRE backup policy.
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10 Appendices
10.1 Appendix A: SAR KMS Valid Data Database Schema Diagrams
10.1.1 Figure 1
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10.1.2 Figure 2

10.1.3 Figure 3

10.2 Appendix B: Logging Tables Schema Diagrams
10.2.1 Figure 1 - Data Collector
TBD
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10.2.2 Figure 1 - Data Receiver

10.2.3 Figure 2 - Data Validator

10.2.4 Figure 3 - Data Translator
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